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2ynony_M
1rhe name

meaning smoke.
st11por or coma.

11

typhusn comes from the Greek ntyphosn •

It was first used by Hippocrates to indicate a
In the middle of the eighteenth century it was

introdWled as the name ot a specific fever.
Other names are;

Febris pestilens; Parish Infection;

Infectious Fever; Pestilential Fever; Der ansteokende Typhus;
Typhus oontagieux; Tiro oontagios; Contagious Fever; Contagious
Typhus.

Febris epidemic a; };pidemio Fever.
Yor bus pulicaris; Febris purpurea epidemia; Febris

'-'

stigmata; Febris petechialis; Typhus exarithematious; ~a pourpre;
Fleckfieber; Das Fleokenfieber; Das exanthematisohe ~:rervenfieber;
Febbre peteochiale; Spotted Fever; Peteohial Fever; Peteohial

Typeys; Typho-rubecloid.
Typhus oomatosus; Brain Fever.
Febris asthenioa; ::i·1evre ataxL~ue; Fievre adynamique;
Adynamic Fever.
Febris putrid.a et maligna; Synoohus putris; Febris
maligna :pestilens; Febris continus putrida; Fievre putride et maligns;
FaJlfieber; Febbre putriua; Putrid .M.alignant .Fever; Putrid

Con-

tinual Fever.

Pestis bellica; Typhus bellious; Morbus oastrensis:
Febris militaris; Typhus oastrensis; Typhus des camps at des
armees; Die Kreigspest; Camp Fever.

""''-'
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Typhus oarcerum, Febris caroeraria; Maladie des prisons;
Jayle Fever; Jail Distemper.
Fievre a.es ho_pitaux; £alignant Hospital Fever.
Febris nautica; Ship Fever; Infectious Ship Fever;
Ochlotio Fever.

Oatarrha Typhus; Irish Ague.

(5&)

The above na~es are names used up until the 18th

century.

'rhe co:nmon on,"'s used in modern literature by English and

Aimrioan authors are; true typhus raver, exanthematio typhus,
pestilential fever, spotted fever, camp raver, jail fever, hospital
fever and ship fever; typhus exanthe::natique by the French;
Fleckfieb.-:'r by the Germans; and tabardillo or tifo in the Spanish
and Mexican literature.
~

Definition
Epidemic Typhus Fever is an acute infeotio:1s disease
transmitted to man by the louse.

The disease is characterized by

the sudden onset, maculopapular pPtechial er11ption, toxemia, high
fever, and often accompanied by deliriwn.

The disease lasts about

fourteen days ano terminates llsually by crisis.
Epidemic Typhas Fever must be differentiated rrom the
E.ndemio or Mu.rine type of Typhus Fever.

Murine Typhus is aharaa-

terized by being a miluer form of typhas rever.
History Of TyphllS
The history of typhl.ls

'-._.

fev,➔ r

is closely

associated with
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the Mstory of great periods of famine, filth, and war.
olll.t to say whP.re typhus first occurred.
there was muoh mentioned about the disease
these earl:, epidemics of so-called

11

It is diff'i-

In the Biblical times
11

pestilenoen.

Many

ot

pestilenoen have appeared to

medical historians as being, for the most part, typhus fever.

It

was not until about the time ot Fraoastorius, in the sixteenth
century, that typhus was accurately described.
described many oases in his book
oases

or

or

Hippocrates (49)

epidemics which appear to be

true typhus.

One early epidemic of pestilence is recorded by

'-"

'rhu.cydides, or t

i18

430 B.C. to 428

:s.o.

plag<.1e of Athens.

This epidemic lasted from

This tl13 n passed away for a year and one-

halt and reappeared for another year.

This early epidemic of

disease or plague is a controversial su.b,ject with epidemiologists.
Some maintain that the disease was bubonic plague. others say it

was typhus, typhoid, or smallpox.
The disease apt1e2red 'lihen the Pelo1( onnesian army,
under the o oi.:imand of the Lsoedaemonian King Arohidamus, invaded
Attica.

Before this time there iwd been many epidemios ot the

plague aro:i.11.d the Liediterranean.

It was onlJ a few o.ays after the

invasion that .Athens was struc:t with the plague.

I quote Crawfu.rd 's

translation of the historian Thucydides' desoript ion of tne oases
observed at that time as oited by Holmes:

(49}

"The season was admitted to have been re:nariCabl.v free
fro~ ordinary sickness; and if anybody was already ill ot

'-'._,
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any other disease, it was absorbed in t:1is.

Many who were

in perfect health. all in a moment, and without any apparent
reason, were seized with violent heats in the b3ad end
with redness and inflarmnation of the eyes.

Internally the

throat and the tong~e were quickly suffused with blood,
and the breath became 11nnat ural and fetid.

There followed

sneezing and hoarseness; in a short time the disorder,
ace ompanied by a violent cough, reached the chest; then
fastening lower down, it would move the stomach and bring
on all the vomits of bile to whicn physicians have ever
given names; and they were very distressing.

An ineffectual

retching produci~g violent straining attacked most of the
'-,i

sufferers; sane as soon as the previous symptoms had abated,
others not until long afterwards.

The body externally was

not so very hot to the touch, nor yet pale:

it was of a

livid colour inclining to red, and breaking out io pustu.les
and ulcers.

But the internal fever was intense;

s utrerers could not bear to have on them even the
linen garment.

the

r in est

They insisted on being naked, and there was

nothing which they longed for more eagerly than to throw
themselves into cold water.

And many or those who had no

one to look after them actually plunged into the cisterns,
for they were tormented by unceasing thirst, which was not
in the least assuaged whether they drank little or much.

'--"-'
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The; c ou.ld not sleep: a restlessness which wan intolerable
never left them.

.;hile the disease was at its height the

body, instead of wasting irsay, held out amid these s12fterings
in a marvellous manner and either the.7 died on the seventh
or ninth day, not of weakness, tor their strength was not
exl¥111sted, but or internal fever, which was the end of
most; or, if they survived, then the disease descended into
the bowels 2nd there produced violent u.loeration; severe

diarrhea at the saae time set in, and at a later stage
oau.sed exhaustion, wnio't finally with few exceptions carried
them ott.

For the disorder which had originally settled

in the head passed gradt12 lly through the v.:hole boo.y, and,
~

if a perso~ got over the worst, would often seize the
extre:nit ie s and leave its mrk, attacking the privy parts

and the fingers and the toes; and soc:s escaped with the
loss of these, some with the loss of' their eJes.

Some again

had no sooner recovered than they were seized with a
forgetfulness or all things and knew n~ither themselves

nor their frie~ds."
I leave the above descriptions to the reader to ded110e

whether

';his was typhus or some other dis ease.

.'.-lost of the symptoms

fit typhus perfectly while the ulcerative enteritis points to
typhoid, or to bacillsry d,:,i-sentery.

1'he next place in history where typhus seems to be

~.._

evident is placed by linsser in the surroundinga of Salerno, Italy.
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In the ;year 1083 an epidemic broke O!lt in a monasteey near Salerno.

This

was described in the "Cronioa Cavensen b'/ Zinsser translated

it trom the storia di Medicina in Italia. {53) To quote Zinsser's
translation:
"ln the year 1083, in the monastery of La Cava in the

month of August and September, there spread a severe
tever with petio11li and parotid swellings, in which

one sees clearly the differenoe which is fo~nd from
the pest, a fever of a different kind and--in this
case--accompanied by peteohial spots."
It is from this passage that Zinsser saJs the diagnosis of typhus

is warranted.

'-'

The English have ver

little concerning the early

history of typhu.s but Holmes (49} mentions the serious famines ot
England in 1087, 1196, 1258, and 1315.

During each

or

famines there were recorded many cases of famine fever.

these
This

tever cannot be accuratley diagnosed but it is well known that the
English knew very well the symptoms and signs of bubonic plague
and the.,- did not call it plague.

According to McArthur in

"Old Time Typhus in Br1tian" tbere are records or (gaol) jail
fever in Britain as early as 1414.
were cases

or

These I am reasonably certain

Typhus.
Zinsser ( 58)cites the book by Joaquin Villalba on

early epidemics of Spain in which typr111s makes its appearance.

This occurreo in the years 1489 and 1490 during the civil wars ot

'--_,
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Granada.

It was from these wars that Typhlls raver spread among

the Spaniards.
Villalba said that the disease was a malignant
spotted fever believed by some to have originated from unburied
corpses.

Others believed the disease came from soldiers who hsd

come to Granada from CY.Prus where the fever was prevalent.

The

Spanish author remarks that to the physicians or the time the
spotted fever was contagious and identicnl to plague.
The disease appeared among the armies or Don
Fernando, tne Catholic, who were in bitter struggle with the Moorish
kingdom of Granada.

Fernando lost about 20,000 men, only 3,000

lost in battle and 17,000 lost to the malignant spotted fever.

'-'

The Spaniards called the disease "El Tabard.igliO" which comes rrom
the word "Tabardo", meaning gaily colored coats or cloaks.

The

Mexicans copied this and called typhus "Taberdillon.
Fracastorius described the symptoms of typhus very
minutely after observing the epidemics in Italy dllring the years of
1505 and 1528.

Throughout this period the European continent was

i~ the sever throes of wars and famine.
were

Holmes states that there

over 100,000 der,ths in Tusa any from typhus and starvation.
Z1nsser (56)mentions the epidemics of Mexico abo~t the

time of Cortez.

He said that according to one report in 1545 the

people were visited v;ith a severe epidemic in whioh 150,000
Indians died in Tlasoala; 100,000 in Cholula, and many others in
other provinces.

'-'-_,

He states that the symptoms were congestion,
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fever, blood;:,- stools, and blood from the nostrils.

To Zinsser

these sounded like typhoid or dysentery but the mortalit;y was too
high.

He thought both plague and t~phus should have been recog-

nized but cites for example it was roony years before Brill 's
disease in tnis country was rr,oognized as typhus fever.
Zinsser believed that typhus was present in Mexico
long before the time of Cortez.

He stated many incidents in his

book "Rats, Lice, and History", in which he attempts to show
evidence of earlier typn.us.

l.iooser, (25)0f the Amerioen Hospital,

Mexico City, states th~ following i~ which he attempts to prove
the prese~1ce of typhus in .Mexico befor the time of the Spaniards.
"Epidemics of considerable magnitwie have been described

'-'

by the early Spaniarct.s and the circumstances that the
Indians had their own name for the disease is also

a

strong indication that it was known to them as a specific
disease before the arrival of the conquerors.

The

Indians of .i:.liohoaoan called t;rphllS •oocolixtle meco' or
•spotted fever'; cooolixtle :iooaning painful fever
and meoo derived from the Chichimeoas, a tribe whose
members painted their bodies with red stripes and
spots.

Torres ( 26)relates that in some parts of the

State of ,iiiohoacan it was not until recent years that
the name cocolixtle meco began to be replaced in the
langllage of the people by the Spanish wora •tifo'.

'-''-"

The Aztecs called typhus Matlazahuatl.

'M.atlatl'
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w
meaning •net•, and •zahuatl' ~aning •erapt1on•, which
means spots arranged in form of a net.

'.rheir hieroglyphies

picture ty_phu.s in the form ot a man covered vii th spots

like a net, with nose bleed and holding the head strongly
with both hands (headache).

•cocoliztle' is the word

they used to <ies ignate an epidemic.

11

oooot iztle Mstl-

azahu.atl' meaning, therefore, an epidemic ot typhus.
That tne disease was really endemic before the arrival
of the Spaniards cu1 also be seen b~- the c ircumstanoe
that tne early Spaniards took the na~ 'cooolixtle' over

trom the Indians and it was not antil mu.ch later that they

.'-'

began to use their own names, •tabardillo' and 'tito•.tt
Mooser also quotes from Torres ~5) about Diaz refering to the
epidemic of 1573; "Then the terrible coooliztle broke out in the
surroundings of tbe City of Mexioo."
Returning to s::urope and the British Isles who are not

to be slighted it is foWld that the 3nglish in the fifteenth oentu.:w
had one of the worst chronic sources

ot typhus infeotion,

was seen in t:1eir jails and known as (gaol) jail fever.

This
The typhus

epidemics in those days were known ~s the "Black Assizes"•
earliest record of this jail fever was in 1414.

The

It was chronic

then until the early part of the eighteenth century.
rhe .English are to be sevea-ely criticized tor their

corrupt jail system in those days.

'-"'-'

The keeping of prisoners for

almost all crimes against the cor:monwealth was let to private

Fage 10
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parties.

These persons received so maoh per capita on the

of prisoners they kept for the government.

number

It stood for the

jailers to imke that much more if they kept the cost ot their
private prison's management low.

As a resnlt tood was poor.

Cleanliness was a thing se~dom seen because it cost them labor.
rhe prisoners were placed in cells on old straw that had, perhaps,
felt the weight or many prisoners of the past.

The Window ·rax ot

1696, when the king thought it an easier wa~ to increase the

government funds, brought even worse conditions.

The jails

then had few or no windows and prisoners lived on the old straw wittl
its filth of hll!llan excrete and its myriads of lie e.

Prisoners

died of typhus bj the thoasands.

'-'

Let us reflect on the case of Rowland Jencks, a prisoner
in

1577.

•rhisrwn was a Catholic bookbinder and was committed to

prison at Oxford.

He was accused of speaking evil of certain

government views and of having profaned the Protestant religion.
Shortly before his trial seversl inmates of the jail at Oxford had
died in their chains.

At the trial, which was held before the

Chancellor of Oxford Unviersity, Jencks was found guilty and sentenced
to have both ears out off.

The trial took place in a court un11Sn-

ally crowded because or the lively public interest in the oase.
The records tell us that the Lord Chief Baron, the sheritf, the
undersheritt, a.:id all members of theGrand Jury except one or two
died of typhus a short time after the trial.

'-'-'

All in all it is

siad that the total deaths were over nve hundred, and; of theoe,
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ab011t one hundred were members of the University.

Many causes tor

the great number of deaths fro::n typhlls here were e%_pounded but one
was that the whole was oau.sed by papistical evil magic.

poor

Rowland Jenoks did not get the disease and l1 ved for a good many
years.

Zinsser 11ses this reference to the University ot OXtord

to conclude that a large nwnber of the faculty at that time were
infested with lice.
It is interesting to look over some of the material
written during this period or the Black Assizes.

The professional

men of the time had not the tr12th of the s011rce of typh11s b11t they
carried many ideas.
A one time Physician-in-Chief to his Majesty's forces,
~

Sir John Pringle (52) , wrote in 1768 in his "Observations on
the Diseases of the Army" that jail fever was a collect ion of
p12trid animal steams.

He said that he did not know the manner

in which these p12trid effuvia act, and prod12ce the various symptoms within the body.

He stated:

"l conceive that the miasma or septio ferment (consisting
of the eff'uvia from putrid substances) being reoei ved into
the blood, fDE:.Y have a power of corrupting tha whole mass.
The resol11tion of the blood, and sometimes even its smell
in the advanced state of a jail-fever, the oftensi veness
of the sweats and other excretions, the livid spots, blotches, and. mortifications, incident to this distemper,

'-'-'",
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seem to be proofs of what is here advanced."
Sir John recognized hospital fever as the same as
jail fever and conjectured it to be caused by the rank odors

or

gangrenous extremities and supp11rating woW1ds eta ••

-::,e quote the desoript ion by Dr. Lind( 50), who was
Ph_vsioian to the Royal Hospital at Portsmouth and who wrote
"Essay on Preserving the Health of seamen, with Considerations on

the Gaol Distemper" (1774) which is cited by Sir G. o. Paal.
Dr. Lind wrote:
''The clearest idea we can a oncei ve of the manner in

which this infection is comnunicated. is to suppose, that
there is in all infected places, adhering to certain sub~

stances. an envenomed nidus, or source of effluvia, from
whence the air, as it is more or less confined. becomes
more or less strongly impregnated:

but though the air be

the vehicle of infection, yet it cannot be said properly
to reside in it, but is occasionally sent into it from
substances in which it resides.

By confinement in infect-

ed cloaths, the infection is mllltiplied, and acts with far
greater virulence, than when immediately transmitted from
the naked body.

Poll11tPd rags afford a prompt receptacle,

and prove a constant source of fresh infection.

A whole

Indian nation in ITova Scotia was almost entirely destroyed b:~- soma infected blan:~et s and cl oaths, lfl ft behind by

'-"._,
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the French squadron 11nder th~ Dake D'Anville, in the year
1746."

Dr. Lind here had come as close to tha so11rce ot epidemic typh11s
and its transmission as anyone of his time.

It is also of import-

ance to know that Dr. Lind proposed stripping and bathing, and the
baking of clothing.
,,hile tyl)hlls had been raging in Zngland all these
years it had been doing its job of killing in Ireland.
was known as "Irish Ag11e"•

Here it

7.'ilson(56) says that Gerald Beata

( 1652) mentioned "a certain sort of malignant feavers, vulgarly

in Ireland called Irish ag11es, because at all times they are so
common in Ireland as well among the inhabitants and the natives

'-'

as among those who are newly come thither fro:n other countries."
There were severe epidemics in Ireland in 1708-09, 1718-21,

1729-31, 1735-36, 1740-41, and 1797-1803.

During these years

the Irish peasants were constantly in a state of starvation and
famine.

Typhus was recognized as the disease that spread thru-

out Ireland in 1740.

Both the poor and the rich were attacked

during this e.;;idemic and by the end of 1742 the disease had almost
ceased.

During the years of 1740-41 it is said that 80,000

persons died of famine and fever.

The Irish realized that they

oollld not treat the disease then by bleeding and made great mention

of the fact.

They realized also that a tonic and stimulant treat-

ment was needed.

'w

'-"
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A great fev~r epidemic ran through Ireland in the

latter part of 1846.
England and Scotland.

This lasted for two years and spread to
Ireland suf' fered mostly from relapsing

fever but England and Scotland suffered from typhus.

In 1847

it is s,,id there were 18,000 deaths in Ireland from hunger and
290,000 from dysentery and fever.

There are said to have been

40,000 oases of fever in Dublin alone, and the total n11.~ber in

Ireland was estimated to be about 1,000,000. In England it is
•
said 300,000 oases were pr ese:it. Liverpool suffered 10,000
deaths from t~hus.
On the continent of Europe in the year of 1552

the army of Charles V was almost destroyed by typhus while lay-

'-'

ing siege to i.iets in that year.
tn,r111s was seen all over Franoe.

Follo~ing this epidemic
The armJ of .Maximilian II in

1566 wss infestec1 with the disease and it was known as "lllorbus
Hungaricus". (4~) ~sximilian's Hi.l.ngarian army then spread the
dreaded "Morbus Hu~garicns" all over Elll"Ope.

It hit Italy in

1591, the Dutch in 1567, and between 1619 and 1648, during the
time of the Thirty Years' War the disease w2s still causing
hundreds of thousands of deaths through-out central Zurope.

From

1700 to 1800 ty-phus :prevailed and epidemics were seen in Berlin,

Naples. and Genoa.
When Napoleon marched against Russia in 1812 with an
esti~ted 553,000 mixed soldiers it is said over 300,000 lives

'-'1

'-

were lost to disease, fatigue, ana starvation.

Typhu.s s11pposedly
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killed more n:en than did t :M Russians.

The British. Russian,

and French forces during the Crimean 'Jar lost large numbers
men to the disease.

ot

·;a1son (56)) cites fro!ll 11urchison ~hat during

the first six months of 1856, it is estilll8ted that 011t or 120,000
French, 12,000 were attacked with typhus 2nd over halt or these
died.
During the early nineteenth century typhus was
epidemic in Italy and frequent epidemics ooourred in Europe.
Poland, Russia, and Ger:Jany seem to have been the worst sufferers
here.
Typhus fevEr in ;,,merica occurred in epidemic form
in Quebec and Montreal in 1820, in Halifax in 1827; Boston in 1838

'-'

and 1847; New York in 1618, 1825, 1837, lC52, 1861-65, 1881, and

lsst of importance in 1892.-- Holmes. (5Q) Hirsch (56)has stated
that between 1817 and 1856 he was able to find evidence of only
seven instances of spontaneous origin of typhus in the United
States.

These, he claimed were first, one in Boston (1816);

second in .Philadelphia {1820), which ,ms confined almost entirely
to the poor-house; third, fourth, .and fifth in the prison at
Bellevue in !J'ew York; sixth in iestohester County; and the
seventh'. in the slums

ot Philadelphia in 1836.

Here we have the

conflicting reports or two men who have extensively studied the
disease.
idea

'-'.._,

1'he tacts may not be correct b11t they do give ns an

of. early American typhus fever.
Through-out the entire Civil .;er with living
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conditions as poor as they were typhus was a minor disease.
took the greater number of lives.

Typhoid

All in all through these early

years ot our country typhus occured most commonly in the seaport
cities where immigrants from Ireland or other endemic centers ot
typhus fever arrived.

Ireland, during the early twentieth century

could not be considered such an acute center of the disease because
between 1899-1913 only seventy deaths of typhus were reported
therein.

ii~ny

or

the early cases

or

typhus in American cities were

the mild form of typhus known at the time as Brill's disease.

This

is, with the e:xce.Ption of the severe epidemic among the Navajo
Indians on the San Juan Eeservbtion of New Mexico in 1920-21 when
many cases were preported.

'-"

It is interesting here to inolllde the

tact that 7.insser believed Brill's disease to be Europeon typhus in
a latent form which had been brought over from the old country by
immigrants.

Brill's disease is now definitely recognized as a torm

of typhus.
·rhe year of 1909 was an epic year in the annuals ot

typhus.

In 1909, Charles Nicolle, a Paris physician and bacteriol-

igist discovered and demonstrated the transmission of typhus from
man to man vis the louse.

This was indeed a notable year•

.Many

men had spent unhappy years in the serch for the vector ot typhus.
Sir John Pringle (1750), had worked on this :problem; Dr. Lind, the
Royal ~avy Surgeon in 1774 had come close; even Tobias Gober (1706)
hed suggested the louse as the csuse of l'yphus.

'-'' ....,

Matthew Hay, in an

article on "Typhus Fever and ~leas", 1907, suggested the flea or
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some other vermin as the oause or typhus.

These are only a few of

the persons who worked on typhus with no result.
The following year bro12ght another great triumph
~hen in April 1910, Poward Taylor Ricketts and his associate,
Russell M Wilder

(41 ►

reported from di.exioo City the discovery

a short, non-motile bacilius in the blood of typhus cases.
at last was the etiological agen of typhus.

or

Here

As his rewsrd for

this work, as fate often pla~ s the hand, Ricketts died

May

3, 1910,

of the very same disease of which he had just suoceded in determining the etiologic agent.
Shortly after Rickett•s death Prowazek confirmed

'-"

his observations and he too died of typhus.

It is attar these

two great bacteriologists that the causative organism gets its
name, -"Rickettsia Prowazeki".

Porwazek and DaRooha Lime named the

class of organisms found in lice infected with typhus as
"Rickett sia."
It is of interest to note during the first tew years
of the tv;ent ieth century typhus was in the background as the
csuse of epidemics.

In the latter part of 1914 it broke out again

with its old companion--War.

TyphllS appeared in serbia after the

declaration of war by Austria in that year.

The following summary

of the Serbian epidemic was taken from the book "Typhus Fever with
Special Reference to the Serbian Epidemic."

~·

'-'

The Serbian people were in very p0or condition to
undertake war witn the Austrians and Hungarians at this time.
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This deolaration followed the Tarkish and Bulgarian wars of 19121913.

The epidemic was the worst the world has known in modern

times.

How little the Serbians were prepared to oope with the epi-

demic may be realized when we read that there were only 350 Serbian
doctors in the oountri before the outbreak.

ct these 350 doctors

126 were reporteci to have died of typhus diring the epidemic.

There

were 150,000 deaths due to typhus in Serbia before the disease was
suppressed.
Origin of the Epidemio--Cases of typhus were present in the Serbian
army before 1914 but no epidemic appeared.

Typhus was present in

the Aa.stro-Hungarian army when it invaded Serbia.
were forced to retreat in December
~

or

'When the Austrians

1914 they left behind them a

large number of both woa.nded and diseased soldiers.
were mostly typh11s and relapsing fever.

The diseases

These woo.nded and other

prisoners taken by the Serbians were fo11nd living in filth.

As these

Austrians had to be oonfined they were placed together in buildings
where sanitary oondi tions were at an extremely low level.

shelters available at that time were scarce.
typhus spread rapidly.

The

Thru these prisoners

There were 60,000 prisoners to care for

so the Serbians f'oa.nd it necessary to evacuate them.

The center

of the evacuation was the former Austrian heauquarters at Valjevo.
The A11strisn prisoners were distributed throughout Serbia from this
center.
It was estimated that thru the epidemic over one-halt

~·

'-'
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of the 70,000 Austrian prisoners lost their lives to typhus.
Further evidence of the filth of that time is seen in the reports
on prison camps in which it is said the 2risoner's clothing was
crawling with lice.
The prisoners alone were not entirely responsible for
this alarming spread of typhus.

7lhenever a Serbian contacted the

disease area he was not quarantined nor were any of the areas blocked

off.

These 3erbians then traveled freely spreading typhus to

practically all the villages of the country.

April 1915, was the

month of the epidemic's peak when it was estimated 9,000 cases a day
were present from the army and civilian population.
·.\'hen

'-"

the Serbians realized the disease had s11rged out

of control they plead with the Allies to send them aid in combating
typhus.

The American Red Cross was one of the largest organizations

to respond but many of the other Allies came to their aid.

Thrn the

work of these valiant groups the disease was gradually brought under
control in the latter part of 1915.
Typhus fevtr became epidemic in another of the great
epidemic centers in 1916.

In the latter part of 1916 an epidemic

broke out in the German occupied area of the district of Warsaw.

The

Central Imperial Health Department in Berlin reported 26,099 cases
of typhus in about twelve months.

In Congress Poland and Galicia

combined there were reported 34,538 oases.

Apparently all efforts

to check the epidemic failed because in 1917 the number of cases in

'-.

..
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the same area numbered 43,840.
doubled, 97,082.

The following year the number of oases

It was after December of 1918 when the Polish people

existed again as an independent state that the number decreased.
decrease was slow but results were obtained.

This

Galicia remained a hot-

bed for typhus for four years showing that measures were wisuocessful
in stem.ning the disease ( 54).
The Polish authorities maintain that the cause of tm
epidemic was from the outside and pointed to Russia as the permaner.t
focus.

According to official Russian reports l,600,000 cases of

typhus were recognized in 1919.
Typhus fever has not been a disease of Europe and tae
North American continent alone through these years of history.

'-w'

It

happens to be the most widely spoken of because of the available past
history.

China especially should not be ovarlookod because it is

~ell known how the average native lives there and how easy it is for
the lice to reproduce on them.
typi:1us in China (47).,

This is illustrated by a report on

Both in the report and from persons who have

spent muoh time in Asia it is said that the peasant wears padded
garments the year aro11nd.

'?or warmth the Chinese _pJ.t on another

garment over their already deteriorating

clo_thing and as weather

demands thei either add or discard t:i1e garments necessary ror oomtort.
In all this changing of garmants the ones nearer the body remain with
their filth for months.
south Africa too must be mentioned as a historical typhus
~

_,
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hola.

Many epidemics have occurred there in history and typhus

remains yet in an endemic form.
For a complete history of typhus fever it wollld require years of work and as uurchison has been quoted "a complete
history of typhus would be the history of Europe for the past three
and one-half centuries", I would oonolude this by extending it

to" a history of the world since biblical times".
Current Geographical Distribution
Epidemic Typhus fever is at the present time, as it
has been in the past, still claiming a great nu.mb1,r of lives.
is still the principal center of typhjs epidemics.

'wl

Europe

The center of en-

demic r·oci for typh12s in E11rope exists in the vast Russian domain and

in Poland.

Strong (55) in his discussion of the disease states that

for many years before the World War and the Russian Revolution there
we~e 50,000 to 80,000 oases of Typhus reported an.~ually in Russia.
Under "History" there is noted 1,600,000 cases in the year 1919.

Therefore evidence points to R12ssia as the greatest European s012roe
of typhas.

There have been no reports given out by nllssia on typhus

si~oe 1937.

The last report from R1.2Ssia gave 40,000 oases in 1936.
Various authors, mostly Germans, who are on the

3ussian front report the seriousness of typhlls to the population

and mainly in their soldiers.
The situation in Poland and the rest of E12rope now

'-''w
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taken over by the Germans has been rather obscure due to strict
censorship.

One German report or typhus in German-occupied Poland

(43) reports about 7,900 oases in 1940.

This German reporter claims

the disease rose rapidly in wi~ter or 1939-40, especially in towns
separated with little communication with the outside world.

He reports

this incidence to have been very high until June 1942 when the incidence subsided onl;:; to again arise in Uovember of 1942.
R~'IlSnia is reported to have had more typhus in 1942
than in any year since 19J6 and 1937.

During the winter months of

this last winter or 1942-43 there have been reports showing a marked
increase in incidence.

In February or 1943 there was reported 40

percent more oases than in February of 1942 and in the first week

'-'

of .i.larch of 1943 the incidence shows it has increased four times
over the figure of the corresponding period in 1942. (35)
has shown an increase for each 4u.arter since 1941.

Germany

?igures of the

first seven weeks of 1943 in Germany show a total of 800 cases whjc h
is twice the number reported for the whole first quota of 1942. (35)
Bulgaria i1as also show, increased incidence in 1942 with double the

nu.111ber reported in the preceding year.

Epide:!lic typht1s of great

severitJ has been unof'fic1allj' reported in and around Salerno, Italy
and in Budapest.
Spa in showed a ver,J hig;1 incidence after her Civil
War.

T'.nere were very few cases re_ported during her Civil ,;ar, but

after thir in early 1939 the n~~ber of cases increased and in 1941
there were reported a tot8l of 7,000 oases of typhus.

'-'

·--

The number ot
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cases reported since this shows a marked decrease. (30)
North Africa has been a hot-bed for typhus since the
present conflict began.

In 1942 typhus swept through-out North

.Ar'rica with an estimated report of over 100,000 oasos for the year.
French. ;..;.oroooo reported 26,000 cases.

.Algiers (with the last three

months incomplete) has reported more than 35,000 cases.

TllD.isia

(with the last two months incomplete) has reported more than 16,000
cases.

~gypt reported 23,000 asses for the year of 1942.

In Libya

and Tripoli as well as some other districts or Africia where combat
action was raging there are no reports.

Typhus has been reported,

altrw~igh not of recent years, in the south African districts.

The

Union of south Africa, Urundi, Basutoland, and Transvaal have
~

reported the disease b~t not in severe epidemic form as seen in North
Africa. ( 55)
The aisease has been reported in the north-western
frontier of India. Central and South China, .Manchuria, and in the
Philippine Islands.

There were 30,219 cases reported in India for

the year of 1942. (38)

south America has shown some epidemic typhus

incidence through the years.
with 1,152 cases in 1942.

Peru has reported the highest incidence

Colombia reported 615 osses for 1942. (38)

Dyer and Topping of the u. s. Public Health Service report the
incidence in louse-borne typhus to be high among the Indians or the
highlands ot Bolivia where the disease occurs each year.
In the Uorth Amer loan o ont inent the re have been very

'-' _,

few cases of epidemic typhus in recent years with the exception ot
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Louse-bor~e typhus is rather prevalent among the Indians in

the mountainous regions of the old Inoa empire. (58)
See Map Distribution

Etiology
Predisposing c~uses:

There are severeepidemiological

problem.s to be considered in the occurrence of Typhus Epidemics.

The

most important or these is the social oondition seen where epidemics
occ11r.

In the earlier days war and famine were considered of primary

importance in the occurrence of epidemics.

It is now believed that

epidemics may occur wherever there is the influence of filth, over-

'-,;'

crowding, and unhygienic conditions in general.

Epidemics have occurred

in crowded prisons, on shipboard, in poor houses, and in armies in tae
field, all these with the greatest of severity and loss of life.
Occasionally isolated cases may appear but the crowded surroundings
still show greatest occurrence of typhus.
Sea and age:

typhus.

All ages and sexes may be attacked with

The advantage of yo11th is shown in the incidence because

younger individuals (those under twenty) show greater imm11nity and
less severe attacks.

All races are susceptible to the disease.

It

is generally believed that one attack confers immunity tor life.
Climate and ser,son:

strong (55) reports epidemic

typhus to be most frequent in the winter and early spring, diminishing as a rule and even dying out in sumner.

'-'~

7he climate most favor-
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able for the epidemios is a oool and temperate climate.

The heavy

clothing worn in winter affords a great opportunity for the breeding
Of lice and tne crowding in close qaarters greatly facilitates the

transmission of lice.
Exciting Cause:

The causative organism of typhus

was first described by da Rocha-Lima (11) in 1916.

This organism

was observed to be present in 95% or the lice taken from Typhus
patients. (11)

They were fou.nd present in great numbers in the

intestinal lumen and in epithelial cells lining the gut wall.
Rioketts and ~ilder are believed by some to have been the first persons
to recognize Riokettsia prowazeki(45).

This was in 1910.

However,

the majority of authorities on the subject recognize da Rocha-Lima

'-"

as being the first to describe the causative agent of typhus fever.
Organism:
Morphology:
with Giemsa's stain.

The organisms stain a reddish-purple

They are very small, of olive-shape or short

elliptic shape, often seen in pairs and appear to be surrounded by
a paler staining substenoe.
up to 1.5 to 2 microns.

There may be very short and very long tonns.

some of the organisms appear as two dots

with an unstained interspace or as dumb-bAlls(45).

The majority

state also best stain comes from slightly alkaline, weak Giemsa
for 10-20 hours.

Wolbach, Todd, and Palfrey (57) state the organisms

may occur in threads or chains of 2 or 3 or 10 microns.
Filtration:

Attempts to obtain active virus in filtrates

from efficient bacterial filters have for the most part been entirely

·'-'·w
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ansaocessful.

There have been some reports claiming the virus in the

filtrates but these are anconclusive.
Resistance of VirllS:
at 20-27 deg.

c ..

Infective blood kept for two days

has proved inactive and a temperature of 55 deg.

c.

has alvays been found to destroy its activity in 15-30 minutes even when

The virus has been found

the virus was in very concentrated form.
infective after eight days at O degrees

c.

Blood which has been dried

over sulfuric acid in a desiccator has been shown to have lost its
infectivity.

Phenol in 0.5 percent ooncentration with some glycerine

has proved to inactiv~te the virus. (45)
Ollltivation:

The

Eickettsial organisms of true infect-

ivity have never been cultivated without the presence or living

'-"

cells.

The typhus fever organisms lie in the cytoplasm of cells (59).

There are variollS tissue culture methods.
has been used with some results.

The

brain tiss11e nethod

Zinsser, Fitzpatrick, and Wei (44)

were able to cultivate the organisms on an isotonic agar partially
buffered and adjusted as to reaction by addition or Tyrode solution
and serum, either horse or beef.

Living bits of tissue are laid

upon this agar and diffusion into the medium supplies conditions tor
exchange of metabolic products and other necessary materials tor the
maintenance of the cells.
Mentioned

in the preparation ot vaccines is the Cox (S)

method of growing Rickettsiae on the chick em}:>ryo.

In this proced11re

virultcnt Rickettsiae are inje:1ted into the yolk-sac of the growing
ohiok embryo where a rather abundant growth takes place.

'-'~
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This is the present method used for mass rroduotion of Riokettsial
organisms.

Other methods are the mollSe-lWlg method of Durand and

Girolld (10), the Weigl (40) method of intra-rectal cultivation
in lice, and another imthod for louse-borne typhus cultivation in
the lungs of dogs.

T'his subject is further covered in "Vaccination"•

Oco11rrenoe of Bacteriemia:

The microorganism of typhus

is recovered only from the blood of persons and animals suffering
with the disease.

This was first proven in man when the Russian,

Moozutkowski (24) , in 1900 inooalated himself with the blood of a
typhus patient and after eighteen days e1eveloped the disease.

The

organism is present in the blood during the whole of the febrile period,
th,· greatest nwnbers seen early in the disease. Plotz(51}

'-I

Development of .Antibodies:

The blood of typhus convalescents

regularly sh~ns the presence of speaifio aggl~tinins, precipitins,
opsonins, complement-fixing antibodies, and "anapbylact io" antibodies.
These antibodies ~sually appear during the second week of the disease
and continue to increase antil about the first or second week of
oonvalescense.

There is a curve during the development of the anti-

bodies whiah appears ty~ical or an immunity curve as stated by Plots(51).

These antibodies as a rlll.e rapidly recede in a period of a few montbil
after the disease.

'-''w
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Transmission of TyphllS
The transmission of epidemic typhus fever was a matter
of speculation tor centuries before Charles Nicolle, the Frenchman,
in 1909 published his startling works on the body louse as the transmitting agent of ty~has.

It had been known for years that not only

were patients infectious in their own homes bat their clothing was

infectious and that normal healthy individuals could carry the disease
from an infected ho12Se to a non-infected one.
It was not known until 1900 that the virus or typhus
fever coald be transfered from man to man by blood inoolll.ation.

This

was done in experimental study by Moozutkowski (24) in 1900 when he
inoculated himself with virulent typhus blood and after an incubation

'-'

period or eighteen days developed typhioal typhus fever.
Nicolle believed the body-louse to be the vector of
typhus.

He suspected the louse because the virus had been demonstrated

to be present in the blood of infected persons, and olothing had been
shown to be infectio11S.

This work on mode of transmission had already

been suggested by Mackie (20) in 1907 and Sergent and Foley (32) in
1908 with lice in relapsing fever.

Nicolle also thought if the flea

and bed-bug were carriers the disease would spread more freely.

It

was with these things in mind that he allowed lice to feed on infected
individuals and then transfered them to laboratory animals.
panzee and monkey were used for this purpose.

The chim-

He found that by doing

this when the fever was at its height the animals soon oame down with

'-~
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typhllS.

At first attempts by other bacteriologists to repeat these

eiper iments gave doabtful results but soon were verified.

We now be-

lieve the height of infectivity to the louse is from early in the
disease to the tenth day.--Buxton(45a).
The qu.estion now came 11p as to how the bacterial
organism was transmitted by the lo11Se.

It was assumed that the lou.se

infected man and laboratory animals by its bite.

Here again Nioolle

with associates in 1916 (28) made another discovery in that they showed the excreta of lice to be infective.

Two other workers, Atkin and

Bacot in 1922 as reported by Arkwright and Felix (45) , failed to get
infect ion of a guinea pig or monkey when heavily infected lioe were
allowed to feed on these animals but taking care that no excreta
~

remain on the skin or enter wounds.
verified these findings.

Others since that time have

It appears that the Rickettsial virus is

able to penetrate the epidermis where t11ere is no abrasion and there-

fore that the bite of the lo11se is not necessary to infect one.

The

normal channel is thro11gh abrasions and scratches however and infeotivity thru conjunctiva and inhalation have been expounded.
The necessity of a large n~~ber of lice to b~ present
to infect a person is a false notion.
to infect a person.

When a 1011s e

br

0

One infected louse is enough

comes infected by s11oking blood

from a tyvhus ease it becomes a cultiv~tion mediQ~ s11perb for mu.ltiplicetion of :Rickettsial viru.s.

Buxton claims that if a louse has

fed. on an infect 3d person it is eas:,r to demonstr.:te the great multi-

'-"·'-
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plication of Riokettsia in the mid-gut, both in the lumen and in the
epithelial cells.

He further says that these structures become so

distended with the growth of the micro-organisms that they can be
distinguised from the normal cells even at a magnification of twentytwo diameters.

After a few days these cells ruptu.re and the Rickettsia

ap_Jears in great nll!llbers in the insect's excreta.

The effect 11pon tae

louse is to delay digestive processes and produce death in about ten
days.
'l'he infeotiveness of the virus in excreta is qc.ite
long.

Starzyk (34), showed that if infected feces are kept dry at

room temperature the Rickettsia may remain alive and virulent tor
sixty-six days.

'-"

This factor 11ndoubtedly has m11ch to do with the

sudden &.J?pearance of the disease after an int er val of q11iescence.
Transmission of epidemic typhus is by the louse
bllt it must be mentioned t11at murine ty-phus is transmitted by the

rat rat louse to other r2ts and to man b7 the rat flea.

The flea has

not been demonstrated to carry epidemic typhus fro~ man to man.
It has been possible to infeot bed-bugs and certain ticks with the
org[nism of murine ty_hu.s but attempts to recover the organism from
these bugs in infected a~eas have been unsu.ccessful.

Bed-bugs, ticks,

and fleas have not been demonstrated carrying the epidemic typhus

vir11s, Rickettsia prowazeki.

The body louse is not alone in transmission of epidemic
typhus for it has been shown that the head louse "Pediculus Capitus''

'-" '-
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is capable of acquiring and transmitting the infection.

Goldberger

and Anderson (15).
The transmission of epidemio t~hus is believed to be
by lice only.

Observations and some experiments give evidence that

infection frcm t;:i'J)hus patients to a susceptible person does not occur
in the absence of lice.

rhis is true even when the healthy are in

close oontact with t1.e sick bedfellows of the fever. W1lder(4l}.
Diagnosis and Course ot Disease
Incubation Period:

The incubation period varies between nine

and twenty days, the usual period being about twelve days.
Fever:

'-'

The onset of the fevµr is rapid and a high

continuAd fever is reached in two or three days with a step-like rise
more rapid than i.'.l typhoid.

During th0 latter part of the inoubat ion

period the patient may have a chill and within fort;y-eight hours the
temp,,rature may reach 104 deg. F. (40 deg.

c. }.

The tenperature may

fall by crisis on about the follI'teenth day possibly reaching normal
in twenty-four hours or it may gr2dually recede by lysis in three
days.

Pulse

&

Respiration: The pulse is full and rapid until the last

few days of tne disease (approximately fourteenth day) when it may
become rapid and feeble.

Systolic blood pressure is low and

only slightly higher than the diastolic pressure.

may

be

Hoff and vonBrunn(l6)

record many pressares about 90/75 or 80/60 in German soldiers on the

'--"
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Russian front with typhus.

Respirations show increased frequency,

are shallow, and often there is bronchial catarrh and cyanosis.
?acies:

There is a swollen, drunken-like facies.

The patient's face also appears flushed and there is eonjunctival
This conjllllctivc congestion is a constant finding early

congestion.

in the disease.
The tongue becomes dry early ano. is described

Mouth:
by

.,0,118

to have a i:.hick b:rov,n. coating while others SaJ it is furred

anu white.
teeth.

There is tremor of the tongue and lips and sordes on the

Breath iilaJ :nave a peculia "musty" odor (as :my also be the

perspiration).

There

ma.Y

There is a marked toxemia which shows in tm

Toxemia:

'-'

be vomiting.

many manifestations of the disease.

In severe cases the patient may

die earli from tne profound t oxe10ia.
Spleen:

Splenomegely is seen in most cases or is be-

lieved to be outlined by percassion.

One of the Germans on the

Russian front believes that splenomegaly is one of the chief feat11res
of t:ie o:iset.

( 18)

Shattuck (54) in the Serbian epide~ic reported

the splee~ to have been palpable in only a small proportion of oases.
However, in a larger proportion he found increased dulln,,ss in the
splenic region.

It is his idea that failure to feel the spleen may be

ace ounted tor by ex:trer::ie softness of the organ.

In any case spleno-

megaly must be looked for early in the disease.
:sr11ption:
"-

~

.,
~

The majorit/ of writers say that the rash

appears on the foi.lrt:il. day and more often on the fiftn day.

The rash
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is first seen on the chest or upper abdomen, then on the baok and
upper arms.

These spots vary greatly in size and color and often

fade after twelve hours.
The appearance of the rash is a rose-pink maclllo-

papular erupt ion i:1 ,,hioh there are both macules and papules having
sorootimes ',ne;, are confluent and

irregular, ill-defined rmrgins.

other times they are ver~ close together.

Shattuck claims they varied

from about one to three or four millimeters in diameter.
The color of the rasn changes with the duration of

its presence.

In the early pink rash the color disappears on pressure

but la er the reddish or brownish tint remained on pressure.

There

0

'-'

seems tc be so~e deposit of ~igment.

Tre rash llSually becomes

generalized over the body by the seventh day.

T~

taoe has been in-

volved in only a few cases and Sh2ttuck irentions these.
Nervous Phenomena:

Headaohe--A severe frontal head-

ache is o ompla ined of by a large number of the early cases.

This

headache may last tor several days.
Delirium--The state of delirium becomes very prominent
at the height of the eru:pti on.

Almcs t all of the severe cases or

epidemic typhus exhibit soUB delirious symptoms.

rnese persons may try

to get ap, shoot themselves, jump out of windOVis, or may just lie in
a coma completely oblivious to the world about them.

There mai be

twitching of the muscles.
.Prostration--The patients are usually lethargio and in

'-a.:.'-'

an almost co~atose state.

rney

are often unable to arise.

Their
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great prostration is apparent if they reoover tor they are often weak
and exhausted for

2

period ot even months.

Laboratory Findings:

Blood--The blood in most oases

shows a msrked shortening in coagulation time.
and the hemoglobin are often elevated.

The red cell co11nt

,1hite cell 0012nt shows an

early loss in leucocytes which is usually raised by the third day
showing a leuoooytosis.

A count of between 10,000 and 14,000 is

12s11ally seen with an increase in the polymorphon11clear cells.
Weil-Felix Re2otion--The serum of a patient with typhas
fever will when added to a suspension of living Bacillus proteus,
strain Xl9, cause agglutination.
method in 1916.

'-'

This was brought out as a diagnostic

The reaction is verj beneficial in the late diagnosis

of the disease but is rather useless early in the disease.

Aggl11t in-

at ion is seen also with Rickettsia prowazeki but this is not used

diagnostically because of the extreme virulence of the organism.

An

agglutinating titer of l:80 or 1:1000 is sufficient for diagnosis.
There are many errors to th,i ,:'ail-Felix test but it has been improved
considerably of late and is now cle irned to by many to be of vala..e in
bed-side diagnosis.

One of the la test methods ot diagnosis used is

the "lntradermal Test of Giroud".

This is reporteQ to be ot vala..e

by Clavero and Gallardo (6) who used a suspension of 11ntigen prepared
by the Cox method.

Uri.11e--Urinalysis by Sellards (54) in the Serbian
epidemic almost always showed sorre inflammation of the kidneys.

'--~

were moderste ~mounte of olbwnon

There

and in numerou~ oaBeB granular easts
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present.
Complications:
with the epidemic.

The complications and severit.Y vary

The more c 0:1:mon complications in the Serbian

epidemic were; supperative lesions as boils, parotitis (rather
frequent), otitis nedia and mastoiditis, vascular complications, as
gangrene of extremities or even of the nose, phneumonia, pleuritis,
and often a laryngitis.

In the Irish epidemic bronchopnewnonis was

the most pr o;-:iinent c ompl ioati on.
Differential Diagnosis:
confused with typhoid and

~

Typhus raver is most often

ratyphoid fevers.

On the Russian front

it was confused most otten with baoillary d;ysentery because or its
rapid onset. {16)

'-'

\rith t;y-phoici fever the onset is gradual, less

severe toxemia, the pulse is slow, and the rash appears later than in
typhus and not as extensively.
Other diseases to be differentiated from are small-pox 9
ecarlet fever, measles, relapsing fever, Book:y Mountain Spotted fever,
malaria, septioemia, and oerebrospinal meningititis.
In small-pox the rash appears in three days 9 appears on

the face, and fever drops w 1th the appearance of ras-h.
shows sore throat and eruption in twenty-tour hours.
coryza, rash on face, bronchitis, and Koplick's spots.
raver the spirochaete con be found in the blood.

scarlet raver
Measles show
In relapsing

Rocky Mountain

Spotted fever is regional and particularly away from louse-borne typhus.
The disease of typhus must be differentiated from an acute vermin-

'--_,

int'estat ion.
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Prognosis
The mortality in (~ pidemic typh11s fever is on the average

between 8-12 percent.

This rete has varied. in different epidemics

from as low as 5-10 percent to 70 percent.
there was a 70 percent mortalit;; rate.

In the Serbian epidemic

This oan be attributed to

the poor nourishment, inadequate n11rsing care, and the other poor
treatment the,;/ received at that tm.

Mortality is greatly influenced

by these above three phases of treatment.

The prognosis is very poor

in severe oases witn high fever, prof..i.se rash, and marked m,mtal
distu.rbanoes.--strong {55)

The prognosis is poorer in almost direct

relation with the advznoed age.

'-'

Death is rare in the first week ot

the disease and is believed usually ca11sed by exacerbation of the
nervous phenomena anu cardiac failure.--Gordon ( 48)
Zi:imerman in occupied Poland found the mortality rate
about 5.6 percent.

It ranged from nil in patients under sixteen years

to more than 30 percent in persons over thirty-five years.

Reports

trom Spain after their Civil ".Iar when many cases appeared showed a

mortalit;y~ of 13 percent ont of 7,000 cases. (43)
Pathology
Circulator;, System--rhe o irculatory system shows
perhaps the most important of the pathological changes.

The pallor ot

the skin, coldness of the extrenities, slight oyanosis, and low blood
presi:;ure all point to a damaged vascular S;:,"stem..

'-'\1111

.Many authors believe

th~t if the blood presstll"e is kept up and cnrdiac stimulants used by
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the patient will seldom die.
Sbattuok in the :.:erbian Epidemic in a series of twenty
autopsies believes tbe most common findings to be a o o:nbinsti on of

oardiao weakness and vascular dilatation.
varying from soft to firm types.
and others in dilatation.

He found heart muscles

Some were in a state or contraction

In his mind it is seldom acute myocardial

degeneration whicn is the main cause of death.

The circulatory

abnormalities must nevertheless be considered or great importance in

the cause of death.

This he believes is due to the loss or vascular

tone with dilatation of vessels all as a result of the toxins liberated
by

the organisms.
One of the lierman writers, Chiara (4), who has seen

'-'

many cases describes the heart as flabby and greatly distended with a
triable myocardiwn.
myocarditis.
11

He has not iced focal patches of interstitial

In the smaller arteries his findings are not of the

periarteritis nodosa" type as is commonly spoken or but of a band-

like inf'il trat ion surrounding the vessels.

These perivascular in-

f'il trates he states are mostly macrophage cells with lymphootyes ani

some polymorphonuolear cells.
do not frequentl~ occur.

.c;xtre:ne necrotic changes so often noted

There may be frequently swelling of the

intima and thrombllS formation.
Another of the Ger~an writers believes that peripheral
oiroulat ion dist11rbances are due to damage to VE,somotor centers
caused by formation of small nodules in the small blood vessels.(17)

"wl

..,,,

'rhe other pathological findings are for the mst part
those seen with thrombus formation.

Vascular lesions are often seen

in the brain, heart, testicles, stomach, and intestines.

The most
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marked lesions in the brain are in the medulla and pons.
in the vessels of the eztremities

Thrombi

are a cormnon complication.

Prophylaxis
Prophylaxis as a measure in comb2ting ~yphus may well
be included I.Ulder the treatment of typhus.

We know today that the

only way to stop typhus is by the eradication of the lice in all
individuals or groups of people.
It has been shown that no group of' people have been

free or lice.

Zinsser mentions the Archbishop of Canterbury,

Thomas a' Becket, whose body after death caused many people to go
into alternate fits of laughter and weeping as the lice surged np
thru his eight layers of clothing.

'-'

Zinsser mentioned also how lice

had played a part in politics by electing the mayor of some small

Swedish towns.

This was done by placing a louse on the center or

a tal:le on which rested. the heads of the candidates.

the louse entered ~pon became the new mayor.

nihe first head

It has been mentioned

how infested with lice the members of the Oxford Universit;y, staff

back in 1577 when they tried Rowland Jencks.
iife Cycle of the Louse:

It is now necessary to take up the

life cycle of the louse before considering delousing methods.

The

"body louse" or "clothes louse" is known as Pedioulus humanus

corporis.

It is a parasite which depends upon human blood for its

lire's food s11pply.

.'-"
"W

The bodJ' like the others of its group, the

Anoplura, or suc~ing lice, is d.ivideu into three main parts, head,
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thorax, and abdomen.

The head possessPs two antennae, one on either

side; a mouth with a long sharp stylet or stabber whioh is 11Sed for
sucking after it has punctured the skin.

There are six pair or legs

on the thor~x, eaoh with a single large claw on the end.
is divided into eight segments.

The abdomen

The differences bet.-;een male and

female are; a broader abdomen in the female, in male there is a
larger thumb-like process on the ends of the first pair of legs and
finally, the female's last segment of the abdomen is indented whereas
it is rounded i!l the male.
The eggs of the louse are laid on the fibers of clothing
or on the hairs of the body where hair is abundant.

The lo11se prefers

to lay the eggs on rollgh material but will lay them on smooth material.

'-"

The eggs are attaohed to the fibers where they are plaoed with a oement
which rather firmly anchors thein.

They are so firmly anchored that

they can be removed only with some force.
The egg is ovoid in shape anu rather large for the
size of the louse.

It is about

o.s

nm. long

by

0.3 mm. broad.

Eaoh

egg has an operculwn which is unlike the rest of the shell.

The

op~roulum usually points towards the distal end of the hair.

It

consists of two layers which are .!)ierced by pores and between the layEr s
are many air saos.

It is thru these pores that the embryo is able

to receive oxygen and maintain atmospheric pressllre.

The eggs are

transparent when first laid bllt 2fter the embryo has begun to develop
they are yellowish.

'-'._.,

'rhe optimum temperature for development in the
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shell is abo11t 25 to l;7 degric,as

c.

or 77 to 98.6 degrees F ••

The normal or average number of eggs laid by the female is about
three-hundred.

The incubation period is about eight days but may be
lengthened or shortened by lo~er or higher temperatures.

The louse

andergoes three molts before they reach the adult stage.

The average

duration between em:irgence from the egg and the last moult is aboat
eight days.

•rhe louse feeds immediately after leaving the egg.

If

no blood is available the young louse will die within henty-tour
hours.

These lice feed several times each day but reod mostly at

night.

In the salivary secretions of the louse is found an anti-

coagulant which dilates the capillaries allowing the blood to flow

'-'

freely.

The average lifetime of a louse is forty days.

The dispersion of the louse is a remarkable story.
Lice may be dAliverately placed on someone. they may be acquired
by close association with _people, carriet by the wind, and vqry easily

acquired by wearing infected clothing.

It has been shown that if

persons are bathed and given clean underwear they will have lice on
them again in fifteen minutes if the clothing was not sterilized.
The most com.~on site for lice is not necessarily on the body but in
the folds of the clothing as the fork of the trousers, the armpits,
waistline, and neck.

':'hey prefer the u.nderwear to the body and as

a rule will be toand on the underwear.

Control of the Louse:

'-'_,

The first thing necessary in the control
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or lice is the ability to recognize them and their eggs.

The ability

to recognize the bites of lice is another very important thing.

This

is indeed im9ortant because persons who are constantly louse infested
appear to be immunized against the salivary secretion of the louse.
The react ion in these cases is very negligible and often these persons
are unaware of the presence of lice.

In persons who have never been

infested with lice a urticarial wheal or a hemorrhagic spot may appear
where they have been bitten.
Head Louse--One of the first things to reduce the
incidence of lice is to keep the hair cut short.

This will not stop

lice but only reduce it and make possible better opportunity to
apply delousing agents.

'\wt

The application of an insecticidal liquid is a well
recognizeu procedure.

Kerosene with olive oil or castor oil has been

used with some resUlts.

The addition of some tar oils is good, xylene

in vasoline has also been used with good results.

some. of the British

use a 2 percent cresol or lysol emulsion with soft soap which is good.
Germans use sulflll' dioxide by applying it uruler a rubber soalp oap
for several minutes.

All of these methods will produce reslllts if the

agents are kept in apposition to the soalp and hair for several
minutes.

.Arter each of these treatments t:O.e hair should be combed

with a very fine comb to remove all lice and nits.
Body Louse--Let us first take the indi vidaal for the
delousing treatment.

'-'w

The individual must have all of his clothing
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removed end sterilized before dressing after bathed.

.As a rule the

individual is exa:nined for evidence of lice and if present he hes all
of the body hair cropped close.

How he is instructed to bathe.

The

follo~ing methous arc advised:
1)

Washing all over and applying a 2% ~resol solution or
xylene ointment over the entire body.

2)

Washing with a kerosene emuls itied soap--allowing to rems in
a few minutes.

3}

A creosote impregnated soap rre.y be used.
The Clothing:

70 degrees C. (158
lice.

0

Heat--Clothing i 11Mrsed in water at

F.) tor five min11tes will destroy the nits and

Clothing placed in an oven v1ith a terqperature of 55-60°

c.

(131-140° P) for ten minutes if loosely arranged will destroy lice

".,,.,i

and nits.

If clothing is rather tightly packed then longer time is

neoessary.-Buxton (45a)
T'ne best method to 11se is live steam with a pressa.re
regulating mechanism.

Here the best routine is to use vacuum, steam,

and vao11~~ in that order.

With ~~is method very little shrinkage of

woolens results and t.ue clot,1ing co ..:e s out dry.

For a rapid

individual method of clearing clothing a hot flat-iron may be 11sed,
pressing especiallJ the seams of the clothing.

other methods ot

applying heat may be used if the folloviing tellq)eratures 11Sed for
eggs are followed.

OC
55-60
49

.,

'-11

OF
131-140
120

Killed, 10 minutes
"
25 minutes

tm
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45

113

40

104

Below 22
5

-17

Not killed, 15 minutes
Fatal on long exposure
}To hatch
7-day exposQre kills most eggs
2 hours, fatal
---from Buxton {45a)

71.6

41
1.4

These temperatures if maintained tor short intervals are lethal to
the lice also, the eggs being more resistant.
Chemicals--The vapor of naphthalene is

fatal to lice and is much used.

Buxton gives a oom.~on preparation

or ~Cl powder (naphth-lene 96 parts, creosote 2, and iodoform 2
parts).

This latter preparation is rubbed into the clothing and allow-

ed to remain a few da;,'S•

Another preparation recommended is talc

20 gm., naphthalene 0.5 gm., iodofori~ 0.5 gm., and creosote l co.
A 2% cresol solution is used to s01:lk underclothing.

'-al

Some gases may b,, llsed for fwnigati on or clothing. A

o.1%

HON concentration for t,.o hours is s 11ggested.

A 4-6% carbon

bisulf'ide concentration for the srme period or time is also recommended.

Carbon tetrachloride is suggested as efficient and non-

intlammable.

Chloropicrin is very-toxic to eggs and lice bQt is

also ver;, toxic to !I'liln.

This if used wiselj ana the proper pre-

CaQt ions are taken is rather good.
Rooms--Rooms may be fQ~igated by use of the

af'oreme~tioned gases.

Burning sulfur about 5-8 lbs. per thousand

c11bic feet witu rooms closed ror twelve hours is effeotive.--strong (54)
Q11arters or areas needi~g delousi~g may be sprayed with
a sort soap-kerosene em11lsion.

'-1

w

rhis is rmde by dissolving 3 parts by
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weight of soft soap in 15 parts of water.
until no more will emulsify.

Kerosene is added to this

(45a)

The main things to remember in a delousing set-u.p are;
to keep the clean groups or persons in entirel7 different and clean
areas, to keep clean persons from using unsterilized clothing, and
most of all to make sure that every man goes through the procedure.

Vaccinationt

The production of vaccines for epidemic

typhus fever has advanced oonsiaersbly in the last four years.

One

can say advanced but as yet no vaccine has been prepared which alone
is adequate for the prevention of typhus.

The United States Ar!I\Y

realizes this fact and so st2tes that vaccination should be considered
merely an adjunct to, and never a substitute for the other !!J3asures

\,,I

in prevention of typhus. (5)
At the present time there are three different commonly
recognized methods of ~reparing epidemic typhus vaccine.

The most

commonly llsad method in the United States is the cox (8) or yolk-sac

method.

The procecture used is to inject a dose of seed-oultllre virulent

Rickettsia prowazeki directly into the yolk-sac of the grov,ing chick
embryo.

When the egg cultures are ready to be harvested the yolk-sac

1s stripped from ti'1e embryo and the yolk-sacs are homogenized.

The

organisms are killed by phenol and formalin solations and the qterial
is then centrifuged and filtered before being tested on animals.
The oox type vaccine is the type used

by the u. s. Army.

They require vaccination of all military personnel stationed in or

-

~
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traveling through Asia, Africa, Europe (including Mexico, but excluding
Panam&).

This vaccine is given subcutaneou.sly in three doses of l cc.

each, given with- intervals of from seven to ten days between injections.
A stimulating dose of l cc. of the vaccine is reconnnended every four

to six months as long as there is danger of infection. (5)
Durand and Girolld in Tunis produced

a

vaccine by inoculat•

ing mice and rabbits intranasally producing a Riakettsial pnewnonia.
They removed the lungs at the height of the infection and by differential centrifugation obtained a rich suspension of Riokettsial

organisms.

They treated this su.spension with a solution of phenol

and formalin. (10)

In the European and African countries the Cox method

'-I

is used very little except when it is necessary to prodllOo a vaccine
in amssive quantities.

Cox's vaccine has this advantage, that it can

be prodQced rapidly in massive quantities.

All three types or vaccine

are used in Europe with the Weigl type bringing the best results.
The Weigl vaccine is prepared by injecting virulent Rickettsiae
intra-rectally into the louse.
immune persons.

The lioe are allowed to feed on

After a few days the intestines are removed and

ground and centrifuged giving a good suspension of living Rickettsia.
These organisms are killed chemically as in the preparation or the
other vaccines.

(40)

Reports from Germany emphasize the f2ct that

no death has yet been reported from louse-borne typhus in a patient
who has been fully immunized with Weigl's vaccine.

-

'-'

The greatest
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disadvantage with Weigl's vaccine is that from 200-300 lice are required for the imnunization of a single individual.

Durand and Giroud's

vaccine has received minor recognition.
A vaccine has been produced by two Frenchmen in Africa
which may gain importance.--Blano and Baltazard(l).

This is a vaccine

made from the feces of rat fleas which have fed on murine typhus
infested rats.
11Se.

The virus is dried and treated with bile just before

This vaccine is believed to be or great value against louse-

borne typhus of Africa.

Its great advantage with the French is that

it can be given the natives in only one shot or dose.

The other

vaccines require more than one injection and it is extremely difficult
to get the natives to return for other injections.

'-'

It is claimed

that over 22),000 people have lately been inoculated with this live
vaccine without the appearance of any vaccinsl typhus.

some author-

ities believe these persons get a mild mu.rine typhus reaction theretore producing immunity.

This live vaooine has not been used on many

Europeans and it has as yet gained little popularity 012tside of Atrioa.
Castaneda (3) believes a bivalent typhus vaccine made
with both rnurine and louse-borne strains to have great value.

Bivalent

vaccine in his report would be ideal tor those exposed to both types
of typhus.

He cultivates the murine strain in the lungs ot rats and

the louse-borne strain in the lungs of mice.
Felix (12) believes the best methods to kill and preserve
vaccines have yet to be found.

-

'-1

His question is how can the labile
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Rickettsial antigen best be maintained in culturasT

At present

the pr1enol and formalin preparetions are used to kill the organisms
and Felix wonders if the labile Rickettsial antigen is not altered
in typhus vaccine preparation as it is in the preparation
vaccines.

or

typhoid

He states that the typhoid vaccines prepared by this

method do not contain the labile Vi antigen in its most efficient
form. (13)

The heat stable Rickettsial antigen has been shown present

in currently used methods of preparation.
'rreatment
Symptomatic:
prime requisite.

'-I

Good. nursing in the trestment of typhus is the

Persons with the disease mu.st be removed from unsani-

tary surroundings. receive a good, wellregulated diet, rich in all
vitamins, and receive good fresh air.
The beginning of the care for a typhus patient is
aimed to cunserve the patient's remaining strength.
all his strength to survive the disease.

He

may require

It is very neoessary that

the patient remain in the recumbent position.

He must have continuous

bed-rest, an atundance of nourishment, and an abu.ndance of v1ater or
other flu.ids.

The diet should be made

lli,

of milk, broths, and soft-

solids.
There is a great tendency tor skin gangrene and as a
result the patient must have constant watching.

Sordes are common,

and for this complication good care cf the mouth is essential.

'--._
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Strong {55) suggests a mouth wash of e,,ual parts of boric acid. solution,
glycerine, and lemon juice to be used s,,,veral times daily.
may be controlled by enemata.

constipation

Cool sponging relieves some of the

nervous manifestations and ice bags to the head relieves the headache.
Both of the aforementioned tend to lower the temperature of the patient.
Megaw (23) advocates the free use of subcutaneous injections
or normal saline or Ringer's solution as used by many physicians.
Chloral hydrate in doses of 15 to 40 grains often relieves headaches,
joint pains, insomnia, and restlessness.

He also adds that if' these

measures fail to relieve the nervous manifestations lll1llbar punotw-e
1s often followed with considert:ble relief of these symptoms. Hyooine
with or without morphine is suggested by Strong ( 55) to relieve

'-11

acute delirium and to conserve the patients strength.

In all cases

it is essential that the patient, if a severe case, be reqnired to

spend u.p to three weeks in complete bed-rest aft,-"r eessation of the
fever.

This reduces the chances of su.dden heart failure.
CardLo stimulants are believed by most trphus thera-

peutists to be ut great importance in the symptomatic treatment.
The German physicians who see perhaps most of tht~ present typ11us,
are firmlJ· adherent to his cardiac tonic medication.

Lewicki (18),

one of the Germans, uses doses of caffiene and strychnine subcutaneously
tiu-ee times daily and one-quarter milligram strophanthin once daily.
In severe casns the dosage was doubled.
Another German physician, Sturm (36), gave each patient
doses of "A.T. lJ 11 , "T.C. 6," digipurat, veritol, Cebion .,.,orte, and

'-.__

Betaxin.

':he COillfOsition of "A.T. 10" and

11

T .. C. 6", was not described
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and not listed in l:..meric:::.n Pharmacopeias.

Digipurat is believed

to be a compound of digit&lis, Veritol a sedative, Cebion Forte
believed to be vitamin "0" preparation, and Betaxin is considered a
vitamin "B" complex preparation.

In c2ses with low blood pressure

Jardiazol and Cortiron were also given.
stimulant.

Cardiazol is a cardiac

Cortiron is an adrenal cortex ~reparation.

Maly (21),

another German author, maintains that the only drug of use in typhus
treatment is Adrenal Cortical Extract.

Strong (55} believes in the

11se of cardiac sti:nulants as caffiene, and camphor, or tincture of
digitalis.

Thyroid extract has been of value.

He also suggests

alcohol in small doses to patients who are repidly losing strength
and cannot assimilate food.

'-'

Hot baths are recommended by some

physicians but ;.aurentius (17), after a review of lll2ny German oases
maintains them to ta very dangerous following treatment with Cardiazol,
camphor, and caf'fiene.
Curative Drugs:

Physicians have been trying with fevirish

intent for the last few ye8rs to find a curative drug for typhus.
~he Germans seem to have been the most important in their works with
nev. drugs.

Among the more prominent therapeutic drugs worked with

are 31ll.fonamides ( sult'apyridine especially), atebrine, phsmoohin,
and a combination of quinine and sulfanilamide.
Sulfap~ridine was believed by many a few years ago to oo
a great ourotive drug for typhus.
shown to be of no value.

~

It has been almost conclusively

Durand and ;;'alozet ( 9) in Tunis were sdne
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of tha earlier advocates for sulf2p.Yridinee

They wrote in 1941 that

after sev ral years experience with the drug they believe it not only
0

useless but even harmful.

Wohlrab (42) in Germany, after two years

of using over one hundred drugs including su~onamides, and Lydtin (19)
also in Germany found sulfonaxnides useless.

Bury {2) in a state

hosi;ital in Poland after sGeing 254 cases and treating fifty-one
cases with sulfap"ridine, prontosil, sulfathiozole, and albucid
~atu.re unknown) , found the sulfa drugs to be 11seless.

However,

Bury reports that persons treated with sulfonanides have shown less

secondary infec':ions.

Bury reports an experimental preparation made

by Bay0r "Be 1034", an azo-sulfonamide compound, seemed to definitely
reduce the severity but not the duration of attacks.

'-"

Another German peysician, 3oheller (33), tels of a suocesst'lll abortive treatment with the drug calleu "Chinifortan" •

a combination of q11inine and sulfanilamide.

This is

He handled twenty-three

cases and fifteen of these had ,Pronoll!lced apathy and somnolence and
were treated from the onset.

The fever lasted on the sv rage of 6.3

days as compareci with two test control cas:Js who were untreated during
the same time and whose fever lasted thirteen days.

Four earlier

untreatea. cases showed t'ever for an average of twenty days.

The

"Chinifortan" v.as given 2 cc. three times daily by intramuscular
injection and two tablets of same drug by mouth three times daily.
Total daily dosage was 1. 05 grams quinine and 2.1 grams sulf'anilamide.
Criticism here might lie in the fact that not enough alternate cases

~
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belonging to the same age grollp were treated.
The use of the atebrine-plasmochin combination has
not been widely rel'orted.
pro and con for its use.

Fiefare:1ces are scarce and reports are both
Lydtin reports it to be useless.

Reports

were not available to det,-rmine its value a01d unduo Oi;timism must
be held 11nt il there is 1.JrOof.
Remaining with the German writers and foreign reports

van Meerendonk (39) reports successflll treatment with atebrine and
calcium.

7his author believes atebrine to act o.pon the cao.sative

organis.:ns but lac:ks controls to prove it.

re had treated 225 cases with

atetrine alone and although there was a reduction bJ one--third in
case mortality rate in persons aged 30-4b there were many oases with
~

severe cerebral symptoms and several of the patients died after the
end of the fever.

In checking the blood calciwn level in many of

these cases he fot:1.nd it to be as low ss six milligrams percent.

He

therefore concluded that the complications and low blood pressure
so often seen we e due to tho low level of calcium.

-;1itn. the addition

of calci.lm the low blood pressures were absent and cardiovasolllar
tonics eeldom neeued.

All the severest cases aged 20 - 40 (number

not stated) treated with calcium respo~ded with a prompt fall in
temperat U.!:'e and none di<Jd.

Van Mearendonk' s treatment consisted of one

tablet atei.:ri.Je {0.l gram) three times dailJ a:1d 10-20 cc. of a 10%
solution of calcium chloride, or calcium gluconate in 20% solution
was given once daily.

"-,

In sev,3re cases 40 cc. or one of these solo.ti ons
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was given.
The literature points to the sulfonamide a.rugs as
being of little value except in decreasing secondarJ" infections.
Atebrine, Quinine, and Plasmochin seem to be of some value, especially
the former two, bat proof of their value is still insufficient.
The combination of atebri~e and caloiwn warrants some at~ention.
More reports will be available after the war and perhaps proof can
then be produced.
Use of Convalescent Sera and Blood:

Conflicting re~ults are

reported with the use of convalescent blood and itg fractions in
therapy.

The reports available backing the use of convalescent blood

products include Maly and Lydtin, German therapeutists, and Durand

'-"

and Balozet in Tunh.

~ley (21) used o onvalescent blood in doses

of 20 cc. given intra-muscularly and repeated one, two, or three times
at intervals of twenty-four hours.

This dosage was given to torty-

two of his severest oases, all of which recovered.

The duration ot

illness was unaffected but the temper2ture usually tell by lysis and
there was often prompt improvement in the general condition.

The

blood of tlle donor was taken when of high agglut in.sting titer,
usually about four days after the end of the fever.

In two instances

100 cc. of convalescent blood ws given with good results.
Lydt in ( 19 J reported encouraging results with convalescent
serum it used in early cases.

He did not report the nwnb3r of cases

treated but stated that a definite reduction in mortality was seen.

~
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The sera was useless in late oases.

Durand and Balozet (9) used

serum from horses immunized with living Eiokettsiae from infected
mouse-lung preparations.
results.

They believed they received beneficial

'l'he results however were in the indiginous patients whereas

the Euro~ean cases did not respond.
Wohlrab ( 42) and 1ewioki ( 18) separately reported that
convalescent serwn was ineffective.

Lewicki used oonvalesoent serwn

and transf11sions from inoculated persons and t'.1erefore his results
could not be attributed to true convalescent ser11.1I1 and blood.
One of the British writers on typhus, Felix (12),
believes that convalescent serQm is effective 0nly when there are
present effective amounts or two different antibodies corresponding
"._/

to the heat-labile and heat-stable Riokettsial antige~s.

He said

that such antigens have not yet been used in treatment of typhus
because convalescent sera cannot be obtained sooner than two or
three weeks after defervescenoe and by that time the titer ot OX-19
has fallen to only a fraction ot the original amount.

It would

a11pear that this is incorreot after the work of 1.laly where he took
whole blood four days after the end of the fever and gave it intramuscularly and intravenously with good results.
It is my conclusion that convalP.scent blood products
have some worthy therapeutic value.

'-\..,
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